Harry Gets Glasses

Harry’s mother, Martha, used the family Bible to teach him to read. The Bible had large print so it was easier for him to see. By working with him every day, Martha had Harry reading before he was five years old!

He loved to read. He especially loved to read history and biographies of famous people.

Before he started school, his mother discovered that Harry was unable to read small print or recognize far away objects.

She took him to an eye doctor in Kansas City who made Harry a pair of glasses for ten dollars!

Use this secret code to find out why these new glasses were very important to him.

Code: Write the letter in the alphabet that comes before the letter below the blank

IBS_SZ MPWF_E UP

SFBE BOE IBE SFBE

BMM UIF CPFPLT JO

UIF MJCSBSZCFGPSFIF

GRADUATED!